
                 New Orleans Trip Assignments 
               March 20-25, 2012 

   Our trip to New Orleans is going to be a fantastic adventure!  We  
   are going to see and experience many different places and we want 
   you to learn from each and every one of them!  While on our trip  
   you will be responsible for the following assignments:  
 

1. Nightly Reflections: 
Each night when we return to the hotel, you will be responsible for 
participating in a discussion with one of the teachers about what 
you learned, saw and experienced during that days events. This is a 
great way to learn from each other and reflect upon all that we are 
seeing each day!  
 
2. Scavenger Hunts:  
We will be exploring several differnet places on our trip: The WW 
II Museum, Audobon Zoo and Aquarium.  While in these locations 
you will have a fun scavenger hunt to complete, guiding you 
through the exhibits and helping you to learn new facts.  Your 
scavenger hunts will be turned into your assigned teacher when 
you leave the location.     

 
3. “A Picture is Worth 100 Words!”  
You’ve all heard the saying: “A picture is worth a thousand 
words.”  Well, in our case it’s worth 100 words!  While on our trip, 
take photos of different places, people and events that you enjoyed, 
sparked an interest or that you learned something new from.  Upon 
return to Deerfield, your assignment is to print that picture and 
type up a reflection of 100 words that answers the question:  
 
”What one photo represents what you enjoyed or learned most 
while on the trip, and why?”   
 
Your pictures and captions will be displayed on a bulletin board in 
the Science/Social Studies hallway for all to see and share in our 
trip experience! They will also be placed into your graduation 
portfolio.  
 
PHOTO ASSIGNMENT IS DUE TO YOUR ASSIGNED 
TEACER NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, APRIL 13th.  
 
We would love a few volunteers to share their photos and trip 
experience at the April School Board Meeting!  

HAVE FUN, MAKE NEW MEMORIES AND 
ENJOY THE ADVENTURE! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


